
 

Beauty is in the ear of the beholder, too

August 11 2016, by Eric Ferreri

  
 

  

Just the suggestion that an African-American person is of mixed-race
heritage makes that person more attractive to others, research from
Duke University concludes.

This holds true even if the people in question aren't actually of
multiracial heritage, according to the peer-reviewed study, published in
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the June 2016 issue of Review of Black Political Economy.

The simple perception of exoticism sways people to see multiracial
blacks as better-looking, says study author Robert L. Reece, a doctoral
candidate in sociology at Duke.

"Being exotic is a compelling idea," Reece says. "So people are attracted
to a certain type of difference. It's also partially just racism – the notion
that black people are less attractive, so being partially not-black makes
you more attractive."

Reece used data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent
Health. He examined the results of in-person interviews of 3,200 black
people conducted by people of varying races. The interviewees were
asked a series of questions that included their racial backgrounds. The
questioners then ranked each person's attractiveness on a scale of 1 to 5,
with 1 being the least attractive and 5 being the most attractive. The
interviewees who identified as mixed race were given an average
attractiveness rating of 3.74; those who identified as black were given a
3.47 score – a statistically significant difference that points to the power
of perception, Reece says. (The study controlled for a number of factors
such as gender, age, skin tone, hair color and eye color)

"Race is more than we think it is," he says. "It's more than physical
characteristics and ancestry and social class. The idea that you're a
certain race shapes how people view you."

And attractiveness matters. Previous research has drawn correlations
between physical beauty and professional success.

Reece's findings bolster a viewpoint that lighter-skinned blacks are
considered more physically striking than their darker-skinned
counterparts. But his research also found that blacks with darker skin
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who identified as mixed-race were considered better looking than those
with lighter skin who identified simply as black. This further emphasizes
the power of suggestion, Reece says; being told a person is of mixed race
– regardless of what that person looks like – makes them appear more
attractive.

"It's a loaded cognitive suggestion when you say 'I'm not just black, I'm
also Native American, for example," Reece says. "It changes the entire
dynamic."

Reece tackled this topic to examine the connection between
multiraciality and "color," he says.

"People tend to assume that historical multiraciality is at least partially
responsible for the broad range of color among black people," he says.
"I've even noticed some people in black communities casually using the
terms "mixed" and "light skinned" interchangeably. So I wanted to begin
an empirical investigation into the contemporary links between the two
and how they combine to shape people's life experiences. Attractiveness
is one part of that."
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